




















of. judicial. intervention .. In. the. two.cases. I.examine,.
the. American. system. functioned. at. least. as. well. as,.
and.sometimes.better.than,.the.biodiversity.programs.
in.Australia. and.Canada ..Contrary. to.most. scholar-
ship.on.the.topic,.lawsuits.did.not.appear.to.slow.the.
American.policymaking.process.significantly;.rather,.
litigation. helped. enforce. important. legal. provisions.
and. forced. government. officials. to. address. critical.
shortcomings. in. their. regulatory. actions ..At. least. in.
these.cases,.then,.litigation.acted.as.a.productive.and.
useful.part.of.the.policymaking.process .
Over.the. last. several.decades,.most. scholarship.on.the.American.legal.system.has.been.decidedly.pes-simistic ..To.many. authors,. the.U .S .. courts. pro-
vide. a. powerful. and. responsive. source. of. policy. change,.
but.they.also.impose.an.array.of.additional.costs.onto.the.
political.process ..Robert.Kagan’s.AdversarialLegalism.pro-
vides. a.prominent. example.of. this. sort.of.work ..Accord-




enforcement,. have. been. common. targets. of. this. kind. of.
criticism ..As.argued.by.Jonathan.Adler,.citizen.suits.may.
“exacerbate.the.environmental.failings.of.the.current.regu-








other.nations .. In. addition,. judicial. intervention.does.not.
seem.to.slow.the.policymaking.process.to.an.unacceptable.
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I. Judicial Oversight and American 
Environmental Law
A.	 Policymaking	in	the	American	Legal	System





“the.world’s.most.responsive.legal.system.[ .  .  .].[but].not.
necessarily. the.world’s.most. reliable. legal. system.or. the.
world’s.most. responsive. system. of. government .”4. Com-
pared.with.other.countries,.Kagan.claims,.the.American.
judiciary.has.produced. a.policymaking.process.marked.
by. a. more. complex. set. of. rules,. more. costly. forms. of.
decisionmaking,.more.fragmented.and.uncertain.policy.
structures,. and. a. higher. degree. of. political. controver-
sy .5.By.this. logic,. though.American.judges.can.improve.
policy,. the. “price”. adversarial. legalism. extracts. appears.
unacceptably.high .





Among. other. requirements,7. the. APA. obliges. reviewing.
courts.to.set.aside.decisions.that.are.“arbitrary,.capricious,.






4 .. See.Kagan,.supranote.1,.at.16 .
5 .. Id..at.7 .
6 .. 5.U .S .C ..§702 .
7 .. For.a.full.description.of.the.APA’s.judicial.review.provisions,.see.5.U .S .C ..
§706(1)-(2) .
8 .. 5.U .S .C ..§706(2)(A),.(E) .
9 .. Richard.J ..Pierce.Jr,.Administrative.Law.84-85.(2008) .
10 .. See.Motor.Vehicle.Mfrs ..Ass’n. v .. State. Farm. Ins .,. 463.U .S .. 29,. 13.ELR.
20672. (1983) ..Among.other.holdings,. the.Court. in.StateFarm. required.
agencies.to.“justify.[their.decisions].in.neutral,.expertise-laden.terms.to.the.
fullest.extent.possible .”.Elena.Kagan,.PresidentialAdministration,.114.Harv ..
L ..Rev ..2245,.2381.(2001) .
11 .. Originally. formulated. by. the. U .S .. Court. of. Appeals. for. the. District. of.
Columbia. (D .C .).Circuit. in. the.1960s. and.1970s,. and. embraced.by. the.
Supreme.Court.in.StateFarm ..For.further.discussion.of.the.formulation.of.
the.“hard.look”.doctrine,.see.Scott.A ..Keller,.DepoliticizingJudicialReview
ofAgencyRulemaking,.84.Wash ..L ..Rev ..419,.427-52.(2009);.for.an.influ-
improve.agency.policy,. empowering. judges. to.modify.or.
reject.substandard.agency.rules.and.adjudications .
In. practice,. though,. arbitrariness. review. has. proven.
hugely. controversial,. generating. an. array. of. scholarship.






sions. that.match. their. own. political. preferences .13. Based.
partly.on.this.evidence,.Frank.Cross.and.Thomas.McGar-
ity. argue. that. courts. are. ill-equipped. to. review.adminis-
trative. rulings ..To. these. authors,. judges’. personal. biases,.
combined.with.their.lack.of.policy.expertise,.leaves.courts.
ill-equipped. to. pass. judgment. on. these. kinds. of. cases .14.
Moreover,. these. authors. continue,. judicial. review. forces.
agencies. to. focus. on. legalistic. procedural. requirements,.
shifting.government.attention.away. from. the. substantive.
implementation. of. the. law .15. Finally,. they. claim,. court.
involvement. “ossifies”. the. policymaking. process,. length-
ening.the.decisionmaking.time.frame16.and.discouraging.
ential.case.from.the.D .C ..Circuit,.see.EthylCorp.vEPA,.541.F .2d.1,.35,.6.









Do JudgesMakeRegulatoryPolicy?AnEmpirical Investigation ofChevron,.
73.U ..Chi ..L ..Rev ..823.(2006);.Richard.L ..Revesz,.EnvironmentalRegula-




LegalRealism,.75.U ..Chi ..L ..Rev ..831.(2008) .
13 .. Miles.and.Sunstein.find.that.Democratic.nominees.voted.to.uphold.liberal.
agency. decisions. 72%. of. the. time,. while. Republican. nominees. voted. to.
uphold.liberal.decisions.58%.of.the.time ..When.asked.to.examine.a.con-
servative.agency.decision,.Democratic.judges.upheld.in.55%.of.cases,.while.
Republicans.upheld.in.72%.of.cases ..Thomas.J ..Miles.&.Cass.R ..Sunstein,.
TheRealWorldofArbitrarinessReview,.75.U ..Chi ..L ..Rev ..761.(2008) .
14 .. See,e.g.,.Stephen.Breyer,.JudicialReviewofQuestionsofLawandPolicy,.38.
Admin ..L ..Rev ..363,.363-98. (1986). (suggesting. that. judges.do.not.pos-
sess. sufficient. time.or. expertise. to.make.well-informed.decisions. in.most.
policy.areas);.Frank.B ..Cross,.ShatteringtheFragileCaseforJudicialReview




1396-1403. (1992). (arguing. that. judicial. review. has. imposed.major. new.
procedural.requirements.on.regulatory.agencies,.contributing.to.the.general.
ossification.of.the.policymaking.process) .





16 .. Thomas.O ..McGarity,.CourtsandtheOssificationofRulemaking:AResponse
to Professor Seidenfeld,. 75.Tex .. L .. Rev .. 525,. 558. (1996). (responding. to.
claims.about.the.benefits.of.judicial.review);.Richard.J ..Pierce.Jr .,.SevenWays
toDeossifyAgencyRulemaking,.47.Admin ..L ..Rev ..59,.65.(1995).(“with.the.
exception.of.a.few.agencies,.the.judicial.branch.is.responsible.for.most.of.the.
ossification.of.the.rulemaking.process”) .
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agencies.from.using.their.rulemaking.powers .17.Because.of.
these. problems,.Cross,. Richard. Pierce,. and. others. argue.
that. courts. ought. to. withdraw. from. the. policymaking.















The. “ossification”. argument. may. also. be. overstated ..
Contrary. to. the. scholarship. cited. above,. empirical. evi-
dence. indicates. that. agencies. still. use. their. rulemak-
ing.powers.aggressively,. in.spite.of.perceived. increases. in.
judicial. involvement .21. In. some.ways,. this. finding. is. not.
surprising;. as. Cary. Coglianese. has. noted,. agency. rules.
are.not.challenged.as.often.as. some. scholars. claim,. leav-
ing. judges.with.fewer.(direct).opportunities. to.derail. the.
rulemaking.process .22.Moreover,. even.when. agencies. are.
17 .. Jerry.L ..Mashaw.&.David.L ..Harfst,.RegulationandLegalCulture:TheCase
ofMotorVehicleSafety,.4.Yale.J ..on.Reg ..257.(1986).(claiming.that.judicial.
review.contributed.to.a.marked.decrease.in.the.use.of.rulemaking.in.in.the.








at.1327-34;. see.also.Richard.J ..Pierce.Jr .,.JudicialReviewofAgencyActions
inaPeriodofDiminishingAgencyResources,.49.Admin ..L ..Rev ..61.(1997).





19 .. Thomas.O ..Sargentich,.TheCritiqueofActive JudicialReviewofAdminis-
trative Agencies: A Reevaluation,. 49. Admin .. L .. Rev .. 599. (1997). (noting.
that,.among.other.benefits,.courts.tend.to.allow.individuals.greater.access.
into.the.policymaking.process);.Mark.Seidenfeld,.GettingBeyondCynicism:








20 .. Eric.A .. Posner,.Does Political Bias in the JudiciaryMatter: Implications of
JudicialBiasStudiesforLegalandConstitutionalReform,.75.U ..Chi ..L ..Rev ..
853.(2008) .
21 .. Cary.Coglianese,.EmpiricalAnalysisandAdministrativeLaw,.2002.U ..Ill ..L ..
Rev ..1111.(2002) .
22 .. EPA. rulemaking. provides. a. commonly. cited. example. of. this. trend ..See,
e.g.,. Cary. Coglianese,. Assessing Consensus: The Promise and Performance
ofNegotiatedRulemaking,.46.Duke.L .J ..1255.(1997).(finding.that,.from.
1987-1991,. 25%.of. EPA’s. rules. overall,. and. 36%.of. EPA’s. “significant”.
sued,.the.actual.costs.of.judicial.involvement.may.not.be.





es .23. In. those.cases. in.which. the.agency.“recovered,”. the.
“recovery”.took.an.average.of.two.years,.allowing.agencies.









The. ESA. provides. an. extreme. example. of. the. features.
described. in. this. debate .. As. a. number. of. commentators.
note,.the.ESA.is.one.of.the.broadest.and.most.ambitious.
biodiversity. statutes. in. the.world,.granting.broad.powers.
to. administrative. officials. to. protect. endangered. taxa .26.
Enacted.in.1973,.the.law.allows.citizens.and.government.
officials.to.nominate.species.or.subspecies.for.legal.protec-
tion,. which. initiates. a. lengthy. finding. and. investigation.
procedure. known. informally. as. the. “listing. process .”. If.





contains. strong. recovery.plan. requirements28. and. critical.
habitat.provisions. for. listed. taxa .29.Federal.agencies.must.
rules,.were.challenged.in.court);.for.commentary.on.agencies.besides.EPA,.
see.Coglianese,. supra.note.21;.but see. Stephen.M .. Johnson,.Ossification’s




23 .. William.S ..Jordan.III,.OssificationRevisited:DoesArbitraryandCapricious
ReviewSignificantlyInterfereWithAgencyAbilitytoAchieveRegulatoryGoals
ThroughInformalRulemaking?,.94.Nw ..U ..L ..Rev ..393.(1999) .







published,. litigated.cases. tend. to.proceed.more.quickly. than.nonlitigated.
ones ..Cornelius.M ..Kerwin.&.Scott.R ..Furlong,.TimeandRulemaking:An
EmpiricalTestofTheory,.2.J ..Pub ..Adm ..Res ..Theory.113,.132.(1992) .
26 .. Tennessee. Valley. Authority. v .. Hill,. 437. U .S .. 153,. 180,. 8. ELR. 20513.
(1978);. Holly. Doremus,. Patching the Ark: Improving Legal Protection of
BiologicalDiversity,.18.Ecology.L .Q ..265.(1991);.John.Copeland.Nagle,.
TheEffectivenessofBiodiversityLaw,.24.J ..Land.Use.&.Envtl ..L ..203,.203.
(2008).(characterizing.the.ESA.as.“one.of.the.most.powerful.environmental.
laws.ever.enacted.by.Congress”) .
27 .. 16.U .S .C ..§1532(19) .
28 .. 16.U .S .C ..§1533(f ) .
29 .. 16.U .S .C ..§1533(a) .
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cal. or. economic. ones .31. Last,. but. certainly.not. least,. the.
law. also. contains. strong. citizen. suit. provisions,. allowing.
private. groups. and. individuals. to. challenge. agency. deci-
sions.in.court .32
Strong. as. the. statute. might. appear,. scholars. disagree.
about.the.ESA’s.effectiveness.as.an.actual.piece.of.public.
policy ..At. the.most. basic. level,. some. analysts. claim. that.
the.ESA.has.failed.to.achieve.its.stated.goals .33.Few.listed.
groups,. these. critics.note,.have. recovered. to. the.point.of.
“delisting,”.forcing.many.species.to.rely.on.continued.gov-
ernment. protection .34. By. contrast,. Holly. Doremus. and.
Joel.Pagel.argue.that.“delisting”.may.not.be.a.realistic.goal.
for.many.endangered.populations .35.A.series.of.empirical.
studies. also. show. that. ESA. protections. slow. the. rate. of.
extinction.amongst.listed.species.compared.with.nonlisted.












30 .. 16.U .S .C ..§1536(a)(2) .
31 .. 16.U .S .C ..§1533(b) .
32 .. 16.U .S .C ..§1540(g) .
33 .. Charles.C ..Mann,.Noah’s.Choice:.The.Future.of.Endangered.Spe-
cies. (1995). (claiming. that. the.ESA.has. done. very. little. to.help.preserve.
biodiversity. while. incurring. heavy. societal. costs);. Ray. Vaughan,. State of
Extinction:TheCaseoftheAlabamaSturgeonandWaysOpponentsoftheEn-






recovered);. for. a. general.overview.of. these.kinds.of. criticisms,. see.Nagle,.
supra.note.26 .
35 .. Holly.Doremus.&.Joel.E ..Pagel,.WhyListingMayBeForever:Perspectiveson
DelistingUndertheU.S.EndangeredSpeciesAct,.15.Conservation.Biology.
1258.(2001) .
36 .. Jeffrey.J ..Rachlinski,.NoahbytheNumbers:AnEmpiricalEvaluationofthe






23.Ecology.L .Q ..1.(1996) .
38 .. Jacqueline.Leslie.Brown,.PreservingSpecies:TheEndangeredSpeciesActVersus
EcosystemManagementRegime,EcologicalandPoliticalConsiderations,and
RecommendationsforReform,.12.J ..Envtl ..L ..&.Litig ..151.(1997);.Dore-
mus,.supra.note.26 ..Oliver.Houck.uses.a.more.balanced.approach,.arguing.
for. the.use. of. carefully. chosen. “indicator. species”. to. gauge. the.health. of.
broader.environmental.communities ..Oliver.A ..Houck,.OntheLawofBio-
diversityandEcosystemManagement,.81.Minn ..L ..Rev ..869.(1997) .
The.ESA’s.citizen. suit.provisions.provide.a. focal.point.
in. this.debate .. In.general,. critics.of. administrative. litiga-
tion.argue.that.lawsuits.tend.to.constrict.agency.discretion.
in. complex.matters,. limiting. the. government’s. flexibility.
and.encouraging.an.inefficient.allocation.of.resources ..In.
a. study. of. EPA. litigation,. Rosemary.O’Leary. finds. that.
lawsuits.have.forced.EPA.officials.to.focus.on.high-profile.
issues,. preventing. the. government. from. addressing. less.
publicly.salient.problems .39.Similarly,.Alden.Abbott.claims.
that. court-ordered. deadlines. force. agencies. to. rush. their.
decisions,. reducing. the. overall. quality. of. their. rulings .40.
Extending.these.ideas.to.endangered.species.law,.Michael.
Greve. argues. that. judicial. involvement. in. biodiversity.
management.has.“only.rarely.and.coincidentally.generated.
enforcement.choices.close.to.those.that.would.result.from.
an. impartial,.disinterested.assessment.of. the.public. envi-
ronmental.benefits.to.be.gained.from.enforcement .”41
Other. writers,. however,. have. taken. a. very. different.






able. to. the.public .42.The. results. of. at. least. one. empirical.
study.of.ESA.procedure.support.this.viewpoint.emphati-









Overall,. then,. scholarly. opinion. on. judicial. review.
seems.mixed ..To.many.authors,. encouraging.private. liti-
gation. in. the.administrative.context.produces.a. trade.off.
between. agency. autonomy. and. agency. accountability .44.
More. judicial. review. produces. a. more. accountable. and.
39 .. Rosemary.O’Leary,.TheImpactofFederalCourtDecisionsonthePoliciesand





ing,.80.Iowa.L ..Rev ..1,.7.(1994) .
40 .. Alden.F ..Abbott,.TheCaseAgainstFederalStatutoryandJudicialDeadlines:A
Cost-BenefitAnalysis,.39.Admin ..L ..Rev ..171,.186-200.(1987) .
41 .. Michael. S ..Greve,.PrivateEnforcement ofEnvironmentalLaw,. 65.Tul ..L ..
Rev ..339,.365.(1990) .
42 .. Robert.L ..Glicksman,.TheValueofAgency-ForcingCitizenSuits toEnforce
NondiscretionaryDuties,.10.Widener.L ..Rev ..353,.383-85.(2003);.Kather-
ine.Renshaw,.LeavingtheFoxtoGuardtheHenhouse:BringingAccountability





44 .. Glicksman,.supra.note.42,.at.387-92;.Daniel.P ..Selmi,.JurisdictiontoReview
AgencyInactionUnderFederalEnvironmentalLaw,.72.Ind ..L .J ..65,.138-42.
(1996) .
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more transparent decisionmaking process, but also under-
mines independent agency judgment. Conversely, dis-
couraging judicial review means sacrificing some agency 
accountability, but strengthens the agency’s own decision-
making procedures. In addition, litigation can impose 
significant costs onto the policymaking process, both in 
policy delays and in actual fiscal costs.45 However, at least 
in the context of endangered species protection, these 




With these arguments in mind, in this Article, I attempt 
to provide a new angle on the citizen suit debate. Using 
endangered species law as a case study, I assess the effec-
tiveness of private litigation through a comparative study 
of two species—polar bears and loggerhead sea turtles—
as they navigate the biodiversity management systems 
in the United States and Canada, and the United States 
and Australia, respectively. As I document later in this 
Article, the ESA is both a remarkably clear and a remark-
ably powerful statute, stating well-articulated goals and 
imposing obvious, easily understood duties onto adminis-
trative officials. In addition, compared with other Ameri-
can administrative statutes, American environmental laws 
(including the ESA) generally contain broad citizen suit 
provisions, granting citizen groups wide authorization to 
challenge administrative decisions in court. As a result, 
the ESA represents both an easily studied and a relatively 
“tough” test case for a project of this kind. Because of the 
statute’s clarity, the extent to which its goals and require-
ments are being realized is relatively easy to determine, 
making case-by-case comparisons much less complicated. 
In addition, since the statute’s citizen suit provisions are so 
powerful, courts theoretically possess more opportunities 
to help (or harm) the policymaking process, making their 
impacts easier to identify.
International comparisons provide this study with 
additional inferential leverage. As noted above, much of 
the scholarship on the American legal system attempts to 
perform a kind of cost-benefit analysis, weighing the pro-
cedural and transactional costs of litigation against its per-
ceived benefits. Though these efforts are useful, assessing 
the performance of citizen suit provisions from an inter-
national standpoint provides significant added value to the 
discussion. In the American legal system, the adversarial 
process constantly “lurk[s] in the bushes,” influencing offi-
cial behavior in both direct and indirect ways.47 As a result, 
isolating the specific impact of litigation is extremely dif-
ficult, making it easy to confuse the effects of litigation 
with the constraints imposed by the broader political and 
policy landscapes.
45. Kagan, supra note 1 at 7.
46. Biber & Brosi, supra note 43, at 371-73.
47. Kagan, supra note 1 at 231.
Cross-national analysis helps resolve this difficulty. By 
providing an actual, real-life alternative to the U.S. sys-
tem of law, studying the systems used in other countries 
can help scholars to identify the specific impacts of judi-
cial review. Focusing on the experiences of two individual 
species limits this study’s generalizability, but allows me to 
examine each case in more detail. As a result, the conclu-
sions I draw will hopefully provide scholars with a differ-
ent perspective on the strengths and weaknesses of judicial 
review, and help generate hypotheses and guide future 
research in this area.
A.	 Defining	“Effectiveness”:	The	Procedural	Versus	
Substantive	Divide
To structure my analysis, I use two primary criteria to 
compare the states and cases I examine. The first criterion, 
which I call procedural effectiveness, refers to an institu-
tion’s tendency to make decisions quickly, transparently, 
and with a minimum of transactional costs. This idea is 
based in commonsense goals for good government; all else 
being equal, virtually everyone would agree that govern-
ments ought to maintain a clear, obvious, and straightfor-
ward set of decisionmaking procedures, which guarantee 
a certain level of procedural regularity and speed for regu-
lated groups.48 Similarly, ensuring participation rights for 
affected stakeholders is also important, forming a basic 
tenet of American administrative law.49
Often, administrative statutes explicitly protect these 
values, providing an easy way to identify the procedural 
priorities in a particular legal system. In biodiversity law, 
for example, major statutes like the ESA usually lay out 
a variety of deadlines and reporting requirements, which 
agencies and officials must follow. Agencies themselves also 
commonly publish guidelines and decision rules, which 
form another part of this procedural framework. Regard-
less of the source, if a country’s institutions follow these 
sorts of stipulations closely, the biodiversity protection sys-
tem in that country would be procedurally effective.
My other criterion, substantive effectiveness, assesses the 
quality of the policy choices made by a particular endan-
gered species management program. As I explain later in 
this Article, the biodiversity statutes in the United States, 
Australia, and Canada all prioritize biological evidence 
very highly, often barring policymakers from considering 
political and economic matters. My formulation of sub-
stantive effectiveness is derived from these rules. For the 
purposes of this Article, if an endangered species man-
agement system is able to make policy decisions that are 
48. Of course, these principles often conflict. As Stephen P. Croley and William 
F. Funk note, there is a “classic tension—familiar to students of adminis-
trative government—between principles favoring openness, participation, 
and accountability, on one hand, and those favoring administrative speed, 
efficiency, and sure-footedness, on the other. In short, ‘good government’ 
encompasses different values that can lead [.  .  .] in different directions.” 
Stephen P. Croley & William F. Funk, The Federal Advisory Committee Act 
and Good Government, 14 Yale J. on Reg. 451, 457 (1997).
49. Richard B. Stewart, The Reformation of American Administrative Law, 88 
Harv. L. Rev. 1667, 1769-70, 1805-13 (1975).
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broadly.in.line.with.the.recommendations.of.the.relevant.
scientific. experts,. I. classify. that. system. as. a. substantively
effective.one ..Whenever.possible,. I.use. reports.published.
by. government. agencies. to. identify. the. scientific. recom-
mendations.in.a.particular.case,.supplementing.with.inde-
pendent.studies.and.interest.group.filings.when.necessary .








However,. as. noted. above,. endangered. species. often. take.
a.very.long.time.to.recover,.requiring.close.oversight.and.
complex. managerial. decisions .50. As. a. result,. identifying.
the.specific.impact.of.a.single.court.case.on.an.individual.



















Worse,. substantive. effectiveness. is. a. difficult. concept.
to.measure .. In. biodiversity. law.more. generally,. designa-
tions.like.“threatened”.and.“endangered”.are.often.poorly.
defined,.making.it.difficult.for.courts.and.agencies.to.use.
these. terms. in. a. consistent.manner .52.Compounding. the.
problem,. scientific. studies. often. conflict,. with. different.
experts.drawing.different.conclusions.and.offering.differ-
50 .. Schwartz,.supra.note.36,.at.292-94 .
51 .. Doremus.&.Pagel,.supra.note.33 .
52 .. Compared.with. the.United.States,.Australia. and.Canada.do. a. somewhat.
better.job.of.defining.their.terms ..For.example,.when.outlining.designations.






http://www .anao .gov .au/~/media/Uploads/Documents/2006%2007_au-
dit_report_311 .pdf;. COSEWIC,.COSEWIC’s Assessment Process andCri-
teria,Government.of.Canada.8-10,http://www .cosewic .gc .ca/eng/sct0/
assessment_process_e .cfm. (last. visited.Dec .. 14,. 2012) ..For.discussion.on.
American.problems.in.this.area,.see.Holly.Doremus,.ListingDecisionsUnder
theEndangeredSpeciesAct:WhyBetterScienceIsn’tAlwaysBetterPolicy,.75.
Wash ..U ..L .Q ..1029.(1997) .
ent. policy. recommendations ..Because. of. these. problems,.











work. remains. a. useful. way. to. judge. the. effectiveness. of.
a. particular. administrative. system .. In. all. governments,.
policy. programs. and. institutions. are. established. for. spe-
cific.purposes,.with.a.particular.set.of.ideas.in.mind ..Any.






[ .  .  .].we.must.beware.of.imposing.alien.standards.that.are.
uncongenial.to.those.constituents .”55.Though.a.program’s.
goals.may. sometimes. conflict,56. the. extent. to.which. that.
agency.achieves.those.goals.provides.an.important.and.use-
ful.standard.for.assessing.its.performance .
Luckily,. in. the. context.of. endangered. species. law,. the.
relevant.guidelines.are.usually.quite.clear ..Within.a.given.
time. frame. and. according. to. certain. reporting. require-
ments,. administrators. must. decide. which. species. are. in.







only. to.prove. that. its.policy.choice.was.a.possible.decision. that.a. rational.
evaluator.could.have.reached,.rather.than.the.mostcorrect.decision.in.a.given.
situation ..5.U .S .C ..§706(2)(A);. In. re.Polar.Bear.Endangered.Species.Act.
Listing.and.§4(d).Rule.Litigation,.818.F .2d.214.(D .C ..Cir ..2011),.citing.












54 .. Sara.A ..Clark,.TakingaHardLookatAgencyScience:CantheCourtsEver
Succeed?,.36.Ecology.L .Q ..317.(2009);.Holly.Doremus,.ScientificandPo-





55 .. Robert.D .. Putnam. et. al .,.Making.Democracy.Work:.Civic.Tradi-
tions.in.Modern.Italy.64.(1994) .
56 .. Seesupra.note.48 .
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recover. Biodiversity statutes often frame these decisions 
in scientific terms, restricting policymakers from using 
nonbiological information in their considerations. As in 
other areas of administrative governance, agencies must 
accomplish these ends in a transparent and efficient man-
ner, creating a predictable and comprehensible regulatory 
environment. By comparing an agency’s actions with its 
procedural mandate and with expert recommendations, we 




In legal as well as biological terms, the United States, Aus-
tralia, and Canada offer a number of distinct advantages as 
case studies. As I explain in the next section of this Article, 
Canada and Australia both use lawsuits relatively infre-
quently in their endangered species protection systems. 
Otherwise, though, the biodiversity statutes in each coun-
try are quite similar, enabling more direct comparisons 
across the three countries.
At the species level, polar bears and loggerhead sea 
turtles also possess certain useful features. In geographic 
terms, both animals are very widely distributed, occurring 
in U.S./Canadian and U.S./Australian waters, respectively. 
Conveniently, both species face a similar set of conserva-
tion challenges throughout their ranges; most loggerhead 
sea turtle deaths, for example, result from bycatch caused 
by large-scale commercial fishing operations,57 while global 
warming and hunting pressures are far and away the larg-
est threats to polar bear populations.58 Based on the scien-
tific evidence, then, the conservation programs for these 
species ought to look roughly the same in each country I 
examine. Finally, as well-known and well-studied groups, 
polar bears and loggerhead sea turtles attract a high level 
of scientific and interest group attention, generating a large 
volume of evidence about these two species.
No case is perfect, and these two animals are no excep-
tion. Though selecting a high-profile pair of cases has cer-
tain advantages, animals like polar bears and loggerhead 
sea turtles likely receive a disproportionate amount of 
attention from scientists, environmental advocates, and 
administrative officials in their respective countries. Gen-
erally speaking, scholars have found that U.S. endangered 
species agencies tend to devote more resources to large spe-
cies and to mammals and birds at the expense of smaller 
amphibians, reptiles, and invertebrates.59 Similar biases are 
57. Therese A. Conant et al., Loggerhead Sea Turtle (Caretta Caretta) 2009 Status 
Review Under the U.S. Endangered Species Act, National Marine Fisher-
ies Service (Aug. 2009), available at http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/pdfs/
statusreviews/loggerheadturtle2009.pdf.
58. Steven C. Amstrup et al., Forecasting the Range-Wide Status of Polar Bears at 
Selected Times in the 21st Century, U.S. Geological Survey (2007), avail-
able at http://www.usgs.gov/newsroom/special/polar_bears/docs/USGS_
PolarBear_Amstrup_Forecast_lowres.pdf.
59. Eric Biber, The Application of the Endangered Species Act to the Protection 
of Freshwater Mussels: A Case Study, 32 Envtl. L. 91, 137, 156 (2002) 
(arguing that funding rates for freshwater mussels are much lower on a per-
likely apparent in other systems of biodiversity law around 
the world, though no scholarship on the issue appears to 
exist for non-U.S. governments. As a result, these two cases 
may not be fully representative of the legal systems I seek 
to study.
For exploratory purposes, though, examining the con-
servation experiences of these two species remains use-
ful. Because of their cross-national ranges and consistent 
conservation needs, loggerhead sea turtles and polar bears 
represent good case studies for a cross-national study of 
this sort, allowing me to compare the conservation pro-
grams I examine in a more direct fashion. As a result, 
researching these cases gives me a good idea of the specific 
impact of litigation onto the biodiversity policymaking 




As noted earlier, the biodiversity statutes in the United 
States, Canada, and Australia are remarkably similar. In 
all three nations, species nominated for legal protection 
undergo a basic four-step process, outlined in Figure 1. 
Essentially, private individuals or public officials must 
first nominate a species for protection, which activates an 
expert investigation into that species’ conservation status. 
Afterwards, an agency head or other politically appointed 
official must decide whether to “list” the nominated spe-
cies, providing it with formal protection under the law.
Finally, if decisionmakers choose to list the species 
in question, agency officials begin to manage that spe-
cies directly, banning threatening activities and work-
ing with landowners to help that species to recover. In 
species basis than birds, mammals, and other so-called charismatic taxa); 
Andrew Metrick & Martin L. Weitzman, Patterns of Behavior in Endan-
gered Species Preservation, 72 Land Econ. 1 (1996) (showing that members 
of certain taxonomic groups, e.g., mammals, birds, are much more likely to 
be listed under the ESA and tend to obtain a higher level of funding than 
others, e.g., amphibians. Authors report similar correlations based on body 
size, finding that larger animals are more likely to be listed and more likely 
to be funded at a higher level than smaller ones); Benjamin M. Simon et 
al., Allocating Scarce Resources for Endangered Species Recovery, 14 J. Pol’y 
Analysis & Mgmt. 415 (1995) (finding that factors such as taxonomic 
classification and length of time on the endangered species list explain 
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evidentiary terms, officials in all three countries are 
required to use scientific recommendations to make 
the most of their decisions, placing scientific evidence 
at an equal or higher position than economic or politi-
cal considerations.
Broadly speaking, then, the single biggest difference 
between these statutes is in their enforcement provisions. 
Generally, American law grants citizens broad standing 
to challenge administrative decisions in court. Austra-
lian and Canadian statutes do not. Instead, these nations 
rely upon administrative provisions and the democratic 
process for enforcement of their laws. As such, though 
other differences between these statutes do exist, these 
three systems provide an excellent opportunity to com-
pare the impact of litigation on the endangered species 
policymaking process.
A.	 The	ESA:	A	Litigation-Oriented	Model
In recent decades, biodiversity protection has become a 
major issue in environmental politics and policy around the 
world. The 1973 ESA was one of the first major responses 
to the issue, providing a model for many of the other bio-
diversity statutes around the world. Under the law, citizens 
can present petitions asking the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service (FWS, a subset of the U.S. Department of the Inte-
rior) to list a particular species as either “threatened” or 
“endangered.” The FWS must respond to these petitions 
within 90 days.60 If the FWS finds that the proposed list-
ing “may be warranted,” the agency must then conduct a 
year-long investigation, after which the Secretary of the 
Interior must make a final decision on whether a listing 
action is warranted.61 If this 12-month finding is favorable, 
the Secretary then publishes a proposed regulation, which 
remains open to public comment for an additional year.62 
After the comment period closes, the Secretary must reject 
the listing altogether, extend the deadline, or publish a 
final rule listing the species under the law.63
Once the listing process is complete, the ESA provides 
designated species with a broad array of legal protections. 
In general, all persons in the United States are prohibited 
from taking any action that would result in the “take” of 
a listed species, which is defined as an attempt to “harass, 
harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or 
60. The FWS may also propose listings on its own initiative. 16 U.S.C. 
§1533(b).
61. Besides “warranted” and “not warranted” findings, the Secretary may also 
designate a listing proposal as “warranted but precluded.” Species that fall 
into this category are those species for which the listing action is scien-
tifically justifiable, but “precluded” by other, more urgent priorities (ESA 
§4(b)3(B)). Scholars often criticize the “warranted but precluded” category 
as a major loophole in the ESA, allowing resource-strapped (and sometimes 
recalcitrant) officials to ignore large numbers of worthy listings. Other 
scholars, though, have highlighted the “safety valve” features of the provi-
sion, arguing that it allows the FWS to manage the costs created by peti-
tions. Compare Biber & Brosi, supra note 43, with Houck, supra note 38, at 
374-75; Schwartz, supra note 36; K. Mollie Smith, Abuse of the Warranted 
but Precluded Designation: A Real or Imagined Purgatory?, 19 Southeastern 
Envtl. L.J. 119 (2010).
62. 16 U.S.C. §1533(b).
63. Id.
collect” a member of a listed taxonomic group.64 Signifi-
cant habitat degradation is also banned.65 At the national 
level, the statute bars federal agencies from taking actions 
“likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any endan-
gered species or threatened species or result in the destruc-
tion or adverse modification of [critical] habitat.”66 To 
ensure that this requirement is fulfilled, federal agencies 
must consult with the FWS to determine the biodiversity-
related impacts of their proposed actions.67 The FWS, in 
turn, must furnish a “biological opinion” assessing the 
risks presented by actions in question, examining their 
impact on listed species occurring in the relevant geo-
graphical area.68 If the biological opinion returns a “jeop-
ardy” or “adverse modification” finding, the FWS will 
include recommendations on ways to reduce the action’s 
impact. However, so long as the action places a population 
in jeopardy or adversely modifies a species’ habitat, that 
action must be abandoned.69
Finally, the ESA forces agencies to take specific actions 
to help promote the recovery of listed species. To begin 
with, the statute requires regulators to draw up recovery 
plans for listed taxa, which must include a planned set of 
government actions to help designated groups reach sus-
tainable population levels.70 In addition, the statute usu-
ally requires regulators to identify “critical habitat” for 
protected taxa, integral to the species’ long-term survival.71 
These so-called critical habitat designations can be made at 
the time of listing, or set up after the fact through a peti-
tion system.72
In addition to this procedural framework, the ESA 
also allows private citizens to challenge agency decisions 
in court.73 According to the statute, the FWS must make 
most of its decisions based on “best scientific and com-
mercial data available,” barring agency officials from using 
economic or political considerations in their analyses. In 
particular, listing decisions74 and jeopardy findings75 are 
both subject to this standard, though some other decisions 
are not.76 As such, if a private individual or group believes 
that the FWS has missed a procedural requirement or 
failed to consider important evidence, that party can take 
the agency to court. Known as “citizen suit provisions,” 
64. 16 U.S.C. §1532(19).
65. 50 C.F.R. §17.3.
66. 16 U.S.C. §1536(a)(2).
67. 16 U.S.C. §1536(b).
68. 16 U.S.C. §1536(c).
69. Exemptions to this prohibition can be granted by the Cabinet-level Endan-
gered Species Committee, created in response to the 1978 Supreme Court 
decision in TVA v. Hill. However, the Committee has only granted two ex-
emptions over the course of its history (out of six total applications). Patrick 
W. Ryan & Erika E. Malmen, Interagency Consultation Under Section 7, in 
Endangered Species Act: Law, Policy, and Perspectives 117-18, n.124 
(Donald C. Baur & William Robert Irvin ed., 2d ed., 2010).
70. 16 U.S.C. §1533(f ).
71. 16 U.S.C. §1533(a).
72. 16 U.S.C. §1533(b).
73. 16 U.S.C. §1540(g).
74. 16 U.S.C. §1533(b).
75. 16 U.S.C. §1536(c).
76. E.g., critical habitat findings, which require the FWS to balance economic 
considerations with biological ones. 16 U.S.C. §1533(b)(2).









During. the. 1980s. and. 1990s,. other. nations. began. to.
develop. their.own.biodiversity.protection. systems ..Many.
of.these.statutes,.including.Australia’s.Endangered.Species.
Protection.Act.(1992),.were.based.partly.on.the.American.
model,. though. most. were. less. comprehensive. than. the.
ESA .77.In.recent.years,.though,.both.Canada.and.Australia.
enacted.major.new.biodiversity.measures:.specifically,.the.
Environment. Protection. and. Biodiversity. Conservation.
Act.(EPBC.Act).in.Australia,.and.the.Species.at.Risk.Act.
(SARA). in.Canada .. Passed. in. 1999. and. 2002,78. respec-
tively,.both.laws.were.meant.to.provide.significant.updates.
to.existing.endangered.species.protection.regimes,.chang-







and. national. statutes. in.many. policy. areas ..However,. in.
both.nations,.the.federal.government.has.significantly.less.











utes .80. Australia’s. situation. is. more. complicated;. though.
the.EPBC.Act’s.general.statement.of.purpose.implies.that.
the.Act.protects. species.on.all.Australian. territory,. all. of.
the.Act’s.specific.prohibitions.and.powers.conferred.apply.








been.utilized.by. federal.officials,. limiting. the. scope.of. the. law. to. crown-
owned. lands ..Stephané.Wojciechowski. et. al .,.SARA’sSafetyNetProvisions
andtheEffectivenessofSpeciesatRiskProtectiononNon-FederalLands,.22.J ..
Envtl ..L ..&.Prac ..203.(2011) .
80 .. Stewart.Elgie,.StatutoryStructureandSpeciesSurvival:HowConstraintson
CabinetDiscretionAffectEndangeredSpeciesListingOutcomes,.19.J ..Envtl ..
L ..&.Prac ..1.(2011) .




this. issue ..As.marine. species,.polar.bears. and. loggerhead.
sea.turtles.mostly.interact.with.the.national.governments.
in. each. country. I. examine,. spending.most. of. their. time.
in. federally. controlled. oceanic. waters .. Loggerhead. nest-
ing.beaches,. the.one.major.exception.to. this. rule,.are.all.
situated. within. state. jurisdictions,. making. their. protec-
tion. a. state.matter ..However,. in. the.United. States. (and,.




























ferent. levels,. including. “endangered,”. “threatened,”. or. as.
a.“species.of.special.concern .”.For.threatened.and.endan-
gered. species,.SARA.provides. similar.“take”.prohibitions.
to. those. imposed. by. the. ESA .84. “Species. of. special. con-
cern,”.on.the.other.hand,.is.an.advisory.category,.and.offers.
no.specific.protections.to.designated.groups .
Once. a. species. is. listed,. SARA. imposes. an. array. of.
management. duties. onto. federal. officials .. Under. Cana-
dian.law.more.generally,.development.projects.funded.by.
federal. authorities. or. authorized.by. federal. permits.must.
undergo. an. environmental. assessment .. Projects. that.will.
have. a. “significant. adverse. environmental. effect”. on. fed-
eral. lands.must.be.halted.unless. the.project.can.be.“jus-
81 .. Gerry.M .. Bates,. Environmental. Law. in. Australia. 480-84. (6th. ed ..
2006) .
82 .. SpeciesatRiskAct,.S .C ..2002,.c ..29,.§21-22,.availableat.http://laws-lois .
justice .gc .ca/eng/acts/S-15 .3/ .
83 .. S .C ..2002,.c ..29,.§27(3) .
84 .. S .C ..2002,.c ..29,.§32-33,.58 .
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tified.under. the.circumstances .”85. If.a.project.will.have.a.
significant.adverse.effect.on.a.listed.species,.that.project’s.
director.must.notify.the.Minister.of.the.Environment,.and.
“must. ensure. that.measures. are. taken. to. avoid. or. lessen.
those.effects.and.to.monitor.them .”86.In.addition,.the.Min-
ister.of.the.Environment.must.draft.recovery.strategies.for.
all. listed. species,.which.must. be. entered. into. the. public.
record.within.1-5.years.of.a.species’.listing.date .87.Finally,.




















scientific. review. conducted. by. the. Threatened. Species.
Scientific.Committee.(TSSC) ..Under.the.original.statute,.
the.TSSC.had.12.months.to.forward.its.recommendations.
to. the.Minister. of. the. Environment,. who.was. required.
to. make. a. final. decision. within. 90. days. of. receiving.
the.TSSC’s. report ..2006.amendments. to. the.EPBC.Act.
allowed. the.Minister. to. extend.both.of. these.deadlines;.
however,. a. study. conducted. by. the.Australian.National.
Audit.Office.found.that.most.listings.still.follow.the.origi-
nal. time. frame .90. After. completing. this. process,. species.
85 .. The.Governor. in.Council.makes. the. final. decision. on.whether. or. not. a.
particular.environmental.effect.is.“justified.under.the.circumstances .”.This.
process.was. changed. somewhat. in. 2012. by. the. passage. of. the.Canadian
Environmental.Assessment.Act,. 2012 ..This. section. refers. to. the. updated.
(2012).version.of.the.Canadian.assessment.process;.however,.the.new.assess-
ment.procedure.is.roughly.equivalent.to.the.original ..S .C ..2002,.c ..29,.§79;.
Canadian.Environmental.Assessment.Act,.2012 ..S .C ..2012,.c ..19,.s ..52,.§2,.
7,. 15,. 67-70,. available at. http://laws-lois .justice .gc .ca/eng/acts/C-15 .21/
index .html ..For.a.description.of.the.older.version.of.the.assessment.process,.
see.Jameson.Tweedie,.TransboundaryEnvironmentalImpactAssessmentUn-
dertheNorthAmericanFreeTradeAgreement,.63.Wash ..&.Lee.L ..Rev ..849,.
875-85.(2006) .
86 .. S .C ..2002,.c ..29,.§79 .1,.79 .2 .
87 .. Recovery.strategies.must.be.entered.into.the.public.record.within.one.year.
of.the.listing.date.for.endangered.species,.two.years.for.threatened.species,.
and. five. years. for. species. of. special. concern .. S .C .. 2002,. c .. 29,. §37-46,.
65-72 .
88 .. S .C ..2002,.c ..29,.§56-64 .
89 .. For. the. full. list,. see. Environment. Protection. and.Biodiversity.Conserva-
tion. Act. 1999. (Cth),. s3,. available at. http://www .comlaw .gov .au/Details/
C2012C00248 .
90 .. Australian.National.Audit.Office,.TheConservation andProtection ofNa-
tionalThreatened Species and Ecological Communities,. Australian. Com-
monwealth. 53-54. (Mar .. 29,. 2007),. available at. http://www .anao .gov .
au/~/media/Uploads/Documents/2006%2007_audit_report_311 .pdf .
can.be.listed.at.three.levels—“vulnerable,”.“endangered,”.
or. “critically. endangered”—depending. on. their. level. of.
demographic.health .91




communities .92. In. addition,. citizens. must. obtain. minis-
terial. approval. to. undertake. so-called. controlled. actions,.




(KTPs),94. enact. conservation. orders,95. and. draft. threat.
abatement.plans .96.Essentially,.KTPs.consist.of. factors.or.













ate. universally—this. principle. applies. in. full. during. the.











91 .. The.EPBC.Act.also.contains.procedures. for. listing.so-called.environmen-
tal.communities,.broadening.the.scope.of.the.Act’s.biodiversity.protection.
mechanisms.beyond.a. species-specific. focus ..However,. the.environmental.
communities.provision.has.proved.difficult.to.implement,.and.has.seen.rela-
tively.little.use ..Id..at50,.73-75 .
92 .. Environment. Protection. and. Biodiversity. Protection. Act. 1999. (Cth),.
s196-196b .
93 .. Id..s66-170 .
94 .. Id..s183,.186 .
95 .. Id..s463-474 .
96 .. Id..s270A-284 .




tralian.Commonwealth. (last. visited.Dec .. 14,. 2012),. http://www .envi-
ronment .gov .au/cgi-bin/sprat/public/publicgetkeythreats .pl .
98 .. For.a.full.definition.of.“environmentally.sustainable.development,”.see.Aus-
tralian.National.Audit.Office,.supra.note.90,at.s3A .
99 .. Environment. Protection. and. Biodiversity. Conservation. Act. 1999 (Cth),.
s186;.Allan.Hawke,.TheAustralianEnvironmentalAct—ReportoftheInde-
pendentReview of theEnvironmentalProtection andBiodiversityConserva-















Unlike. the. ESA. or. the. EPBC. Act,. though,. SARA.
does.contain.some.additional.restrictions.on.government.
discretion .. In. sharp. contrast.with. virtually. every. other.
Canadian.administrative.statute,.if.the.Minister.decides.
not.to.follow.the.COSEWIC’s.recommendations,.she.is.
required. to. publish. a. statement. explaining. the. reason-
ing.behind.her.decision .102.In.addition,.if.the.government.
fails. to. respond.to.a.COSEWIC.report.within. the.pre-
scribed. statutory. time. frame,. the. species. in. question. is.
automatically.listed.according.to.the.COSEWIC’s.recom-
mendations,.forcing.the.government.to.adhere.to.SARA’s.
deadlines .103. These. requirements,. which. are. essentially.
unique.in.Canadian.law,.were.inserted.during.the.legisla-
tive.process.to.force.the.government.to.bear.the.political.
consequences. of. negative. listing. decisions,. heightening.
the.stakes.of.the.Act’s.processes .104
Taken. together,. then,. the. most. important. difference.
between. these. three. laws. is. in. their. enforcement. proce-
dures .. In. the.United.States,. the.ESA’s. citizen. suit. provi-
sions. empower. private. individuals. and. groups. to. litigate.
virtually. any. decision. made. under. the. law,. providing. a.
sort.of.external.review.over.the.policymaking.process ..By.
contrast,.though.Australia’s.EPBC.Act.does.contain.a.citi-
zen. suit. provision,. issues.with. standing. and. inconsistent.




www .environment .gov .au/epbc/review/publications/pubs/final-report .pdf .
100 ..Species.at.Risk.Act,S .C ..2002,.c ..29,.§15(2) .
101 ..S .C ..2002,.c ..29,.§27(2) .
102 ..S .C ..2002,.c ..29,.§27(1 .2) .
103 ..S .C ..2002,.c ..29,.§27(3) .
104 ..Elgie,.supra.note.79,.at.27 .
105 ..In.Australia,.allocation.of. legal.costs. is. said.to.“follow.the.event”;. that. is,.
after.a.case.is.decided,.the.presiding.judge.may.publish.an.order.forcing.the.






fees. in.a.given.case ..As.a.result,.activists.have.tended.not.to.use.the. law’s.
citizen. suit.provisions. in. a.widespread. fashion ..Hawke,. supra.note.99,. at.
261-64;.Kenneth.M ..Murchison,.EnvironmentalLawinAustraliaandthe
UnitedStates:AComparativeOverview,.22.B .C ..Envtl ..Aff ..L ..Rev ..503.
(1994);.Gerald.Walpin,.America’sFailingCivilJusticeSystem:CanWeLearn






biodiversity. statutes. in. the.United. States,. Australia,. and.
Canada.are.remarkably.similar ..These.laws,.of.course,.are.
not. perfectly. analogous .. From. a. procedural. standpoint,.
Canada. and. Australia. divide. the. scientific. and. political.
segments. of. the. listing. process. into. two. separate. steps,.
establishing.a.kind.of.a.two-tiered.listing.framework ..The.
United. States,. on. the. other. hand,. combines. these. two.
phases ..Power.relationships.between.the.states.and.federal.
governments.in.each.nation.have.created.other.differences,.
leaving. the. ESA. with. a. much. larger. scope. than. either.
SARA. or. the. EPBC. Act .. Finally,. the. ESA. places. more.
extensive.duties.on.the.federal.government.than.either.of.






tect.particular. species,.which. activates. a. scientific. review.
and.investigation.of.the.species.in.question ..After.the.sci-
entists.complete.their.review,.politically.appointed.officials.







of. SARA.or.EPBC.Act.processes,. forcing.Canadian. and.
Australian.advocates.to.rely.on.administrative.triggers.and.
democratic.pressure .
IV. Polar Bears and Sea Turtles in the 
Conservation Arena
That.background.aside,.I.now.move.to.a.discussion.of.my.
two. case. species:. polar. bears. and. loggerhead. sea. turtles ..
According. to. the. leading. scientific. evidence,. loggerheads.
and.polar.bears.both.face.an.array.of.serious.and.imminent.
conservation. threats,.making. them.prime. candidates. for.
protection.under.endangered.species.law ..However,.policy.
realities. have. not. always.matched. these. findings .. In. the.
polar.bear.case,.American.and.Canadian.officials. repeat-
edly. sought. to. weaken. endangered. species. protections,.
often. through. outright. disobedience. of. their. statutory.
mandates .. In. the.United.States,.environmental.organiza-
tions.challenged.these.decisions.in.court,.forcing.officials.
to. improve.both. the.procedural. and. the. substantive. qual-
106 ..Katia.Opalka.&.Joanna.Myszka,.SustainabilityandtheCourts:ASnapshotof
Canadain2009,.10.Sustainable.Dev ..L ..&.Pol’y.59.(2009) .












erative.policymaking.pattern .. In.both.countries,. though,.










Polar. bears. (Ursus maritimus). are. a. large,. carnivorous,.
maritime. species. that. occurs. throughout. most. of. the.
Arctic.Circle ..During.the.winter,.polar.bears.are.heavily.
dependent.on.sea. ice. for.their.survival,.both.as.a.means.




sea. ice. coverage,. polar. bears. traveling. to. preferred. den-
ning.and.hunting.habitat.will.be. forced. to. traverse. lon-
ger.distances.and.expend.more.energy,.placing.significant.
stress. on. the. species. and.making. it.more. vulnerable. to.
extinction ..Thus,.though.hunting.and.habitat.degradation.
are. significant. concerns. for. polar. bears. as. well,. climate.
change.represents.the.primary.focus.for.most.polar.bear.
conservation.advocates .
Because. of. these. challenges,. the. vast.majority. of. the.
polar. bear. scholarship. over. the. last. several. decades. has.
been.decidedly.pessimistic ..For.example,.in.a.2004.study,.
a.leading.polar.bear.scientist.noted.that.“given.the.rapid.
pace. of. ecological. change. in. the. Arctic,. the. long. gen-
eration. time,. and. the.highly. specialized.nature. of. polar.
bears,.it.is.unlikely.that.polar.bears.will.survive.as.a.spe-
cies.if.the.sea.ice.disappears.completely .”108.A.2007.U .S ..






current. polar. bear. population. by. mid-century. [2050],”.








1. U.S. Polar Bear Listing
Armed.with.these.findings,.in.early.2005,.an.environmen-
tal.organization.called.the.Center.for.Biological.Diversity.
(CBD). petitioned. the.U .S .. government. to. list. the. polar.
bear.as.“threatened”.under.the.ESA .110.However,.govern-
ment. officials. stalled,. missing. both. the. 90-day. and. the.
12-month.finding.deadlines ..The.CBD.and.other.environ-
mental.groups.sued.the.FWS.over.both.violations,.produc-
ing. a. structured. settlement. agreement. setting.December.
2007.as.the.revised.deadline.for.the.12-month.finding .111.
As. a. result,. in. late. December,. the. FWS. released. a. pro-
posed.rule.classifying.the.polar.bear.as.“threatened,”.set-
ting.January.2008.as.the.nondiscretionary.deadline.for.the.
final. listing. decision .112. Perhaps. unsurprisingly,. though,.
the. FWS. missed. that. deadline. as. well,. catapulting. the.
listing.back.into.the.courts ..Ctr.forBiologicalDiversityv.
Kempthorne,113. the.case.arising. from.the.controversy,.was.
equally. favorable. to. environmental. advocates,. producing.
an. order. requiring. federal. officials. to. make. a. final. list-
ing.decision ..Pressured.from.all.angles,.in.May.2008,.the.
federal.government.finally.listed.the.bear.as.“threatened,”.
providing. the. species. with. substantive. protection. under.
federal.law .114
After. these. clearer. victories. for. the. environmental.
advocates,.the.polar.bear.listing.has.entered.into.a.murk-
ier.phase ..For.the.past.several.years,.much.of.the.litigation.
on. polar. bear. protection. has. centered. on. a. special. rule.
inserted.into.the.2008.“threatened”.listing,.known.infor-
mally. as. a. §4(d). exemption .. According. to. §4(d). of. the.
ESA,. “threatened”. species. do. not. automatically. receive.












111 ..Endangered andThreatenedWildlife and Plants; 12-Month Petition Find-
ingandProposedRuletoListthePolarBear(UrsusMaritimus)asThreatened
ThroughoutItsRange,.72.Fed ..Reg ..1064,.1065.(Jan ..9,.2007).(to.be.codified.
at.50.C .F .R ..pt ..17),.availableat.http://www .gpo .gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2007-
01-09/html/06-9962 .htm .





73.Fed ..Reg ..28211,.28212.(to.be.codified.at.50.C .F .R ..pt ..17,.May.15,.
2008),. available at. http://www .fws .gov/policy/library/2008/E8-11105 .
html .
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individual. threatened. species,. subject. only. to. a. require-
ment. that. its. rules. “provide. for. the.protection”.of. listed.
groups .115.Generally.speaking,.these.§4(d).exemptions.are.
meant. to.provide. the. federal.government.with.a. certain.
degree. of. flexibility. in. its. conservation. efforts,. allowing.
officials.to.create.exceptions.to.broader.ESA.rules.to.suit.
particular.situations.and.species .





likely. to. have. major. impact. on. polar. bear. populations.




and. independent. evidence. to. the. contrary .116. Environ-
mental. advocates. responded.with. a. pair. of. lawsuits,. one.
seeking. to. “uplist”. the. polar. bear. from. “threatened”. to.
“endangered”.(thereby.invalidating.the.§4(d).exemption),.
and. one. seeking. to. have. the. §4(d). exemption. declared.
unlawful .117.Neither.of.these.suits.was.successful;.in.both.
cases,. federal. judges. ruled. that. the. FWS’. decisions. sur-
vived.the.basic.“rationality”.test.that.they.were.required.to.










“activities. outside. identified. geographic. area. [polar. bear.
range]”. (including. greenhouse. gas. emissions). from. the.
ESA’s.take.prohibitions .119
2. Canadian Polar Bear Listing
In.Canada,.polar.bear.policy.has.followed.a.similar.time.





115 ..16.U .S .C ..§1533(d) .
116 ..In.re.Polar.Bear.Endangered.Species.Act.Listing.and.§4(d).Rule.Litigation,.
794.F ..Supp ..2d.65.(D .C ..Cir ..2011) .
117 ..In.re.Polar.Bear.Endangered.Species.Act.Listing.and.§4(d).Rule.Litigation,
818.F .2d.214.(D .C ..Cir ..2011) .
118 ..Id.
119 ..Endangered and ThreatenedWildlife and Plants; Special Rule for the Po-
lar Bear,. 77. Fed ..Reg .. 23432,. 23439. (amending. 50.C .F .R .. pt .. 17,. Apr ..
19,. 2012),. available at. http://www .gpo .gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2012-04-19/
html/2012-9403 .htm .





studies .121. The. 2002. report,. in. particular,. emphasized.
“hunting”. and. “environmental. degradation”. as. the. pri-
mary.threats.to.Canadian.polar.bears,.as.well.as.acknowl-
edging.“the.possible.long-term.effects.of.climate.change.on.
polar.bears .”122.As.a. result,.once.SARA.came. into.effect,.







were. outdated. and. did. not. adequately. incorporate. “best.
available.community.knowledge.and.aboriginal.traditional.
knowledge .”124. Officials. added. that. “consultations. [with.
traditional. authorities]. will. be. undertaken. on. an. urgent.
basis.and.are.expected.to.be.completed.[spring.2005],”.pre-
senting. these. issues. as. temporary. setbacks .125. “Urgency”.
notwithstanding,. COSEWIC. officials. did. not. produce.










major. demographic. declines. by. mid-century,. easily. large.
enough. to. meet. the. COSEWIC’s. quantitative. guidelines.
for. an. “endangered”. listing .127.Despite. this. new. evidence,.
however,.the.2008.COSEWIC.statement.took.a.remarkably.
conservative.stance ..Though.the.COSEWIC.acknowledged.
“unknown.effects. of.directional. climate. change.on. [bear].
survival.and.recruitment,”. the.organization’s.own. internal.
climate.models.explicitly.“[did].not.account.for.the.possible.





122 ..COSEWIC,.COSEWIC.Assessment andUpdate StatusReport on thePolar
Bear Ursus Maritimus in Canada,. Canadian. Government. 20. (2002),.
available at. http://www .sararegistry .gc .ca/virtual_sara/files/cosewic/sr_po-
lar_bear_e .pdf .
123 ..Order Acknowledging Receipt of the Assessments Done Pursuant to Sub-
section 23(1) of the Species at Risk Act,. SI/2004-48,. 138.C ..Gaz .,. no .. 9,.
472,. 475. (May. 5,. 2004),. available at. http://www .gazette .gc .ca/archives/
p2/2004/2004-05-05/pdf/g2-13809 .pdf .
124 ..OrderGivingNotice ofDecisionsNot toAddCertain Species to the List of
EndangeredSpecies,.SI/2005-2,.139.C ..Gaz .,.no ..2,.74,.115.(Jan ..26,.2005),.





www .cec .org/Storage/130/15542_11-3-Exhibit_G .pdf .. For. specific. details.
on.COSEWIC’s.listing.criteria,.see.COSEWIC,.supra.note.52,.at.8-10 .
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effects.of.climate.change”.on.polar.bear.populations .128.As.
COSEWIC. reviewers. themselves.noted,. this. shortcoming.
meant.their.results.“should.be.used.to.interpret.current.and.





remarkably. unresponsive. to. new. scientific. evidence. and.
proposals .. From. an. early. point. in. the. polar. bear. listing.





strong. protections,.while. the. healthier. populations. to. the.






gested.by. the. scientists ..As. a. result,. both. the.COSEWIC.
report.and.the.proposed.listing.decision.by.the.Ministry.of.
the.Environment.left.the.polar.bear.as.a.single.unit .131

























130 ..Gregory.W ..Thiemann.et.al .,.PolarBear(UrsusMaritimus)Conservationin
Canada:AnEcologicalBasisforIdentifyingDesignatableUnits,.42.Flora.&.
Fauna.Int’l.504.(2008) .
131 ..Order Amending Schedule 1 to the Species at Risk Act,. 145. C .. Gaz .,. no ..
27,. 2144. (July. 2,. 2011),. available at. http://www .gazette .gc .ca/rp-pr/
p1/2011/2011-07-02/pdf/g1-14527 .pdf;.COSEWIC,.supra.note.120 .
132 ..SpeciesatRiskAct:OrderAcknowledgingReceiptoftheAssessmentDonePursu-
anttoSubsection23(1)oftheAct,SI/2011-11,.145.C ..Gaz,.no ..4,.430.(Feb ..








Overall,. these.cases.clearly. illustrate. some.of. the.positive.
functions.that.courts.can.serve.as.part.of.the.policymak-
ing.apparatus ..In.both.the.United.States.and.Canada,.the.
polar. bear. listing. process. was. marked. by. serious. proce-
dural.and.substantive.problems,.as.officials.tried.to.delay.
the.listing.and.downplay.the.significance.of.key.scientific.
evidence .. Faced. with. this. intransigence,. environmental.
advocates. in.the.United.States.shifted.the.battle. into.the.
courts,.where.judges.forced.officials.into.compliance.with.
ESA. provisions .. By. contrast,. Canadian. officials. ignored.
SARA. requirements. without. repercussions,. most. nota-
bly.in.the.case.of.the.2009.response.deadline ..As.a.result,.
though.U .S ..regulators.were.forced.to.deal.with.an.array.











tests. from. the. environmental. community .134. In. Canada,.
the. government. essentially. ignored. these. protests,. going.
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In.Canada,.by.contrast,.those.same.judges.might.have.
taken. a. very. different. approach ..Again,. under.Canadian.
law,. the. “special. concern”. designation. is. essentially. an.
advisory. category ..Though. the. government.must. prepare.
management.plans.for.species.of.special.concern,.SARA’s.















formed. decisions .. And,. even. here,. courts.may. have. had.








caretta),. offers. a.more. complicated. set. of. lessons ..Unlike.
polar. bears,. loggerhead. sea. turtles. have. been. protected.
under. both. Australian. and. American. law. for. several.




states. and. the. federal. government. following. suit. in. sub-
sequent.decades .138.This.situation.complicates.my.analysis.




go.far.enough.[ .  .  .].[however,].this.Court.is.bound.to.uphold.the.




794.F ..Supp ..2d.65.(D .C ..Cir ..2011) .
136 ..Environment.Protection.and.Biodiversity.Conservation.Act,.S .C ..2002,.c ..
29,.§32 .1,.65 .
137 ..See,e.g.,. In.re.Polar.Bear.Endangered.Species.Act.Listing.and.§4(d).Rule.
Litigation,794.F ..Supp ..2d.65.(D .C ..Cir ..2011) ..The.Supreme.Court.has.
laid.out.similar.principles,.stating.that.courts.must.be.the.most.deferential.
when.an.agency.is.“making.predictions,.within.its.area.of.special.expertise,.
at.the.frontiers.of.science .”.Baltimore.Gas.&.Elec ..Co ..v ..Natural.Res ..Def ..
Council,.Inc .,.462.U .S ..87,.13.ELR.20544.(1983),.at.17 .
138 ..Colin.Limpus,.ABiologicalReviewofAustralianMarineTurtles:Loggerhead
Turtle,The.State.of.Queensland,.Environmental.Protection.Agency.
54.(2008),.availableat.http://www .derm .qld .gov .au/register/p02785aa .pdf .








two. systems. at. least. somewhat. comparable .. In. addition,.




In. terms.of. conservation. issues,. anthropogenic. threats.
to. loggerhead. survival. can. be. divided. into. two. groups:.
nesting,.and.oceanic ..On.the.nesting.side,.beachside.devel-
opment. has. been. a. major. issue. for. loggerhead. breeding.








hatchlings,. preventing. them. from. reaching. the. water .140.
In. Australia,. nesting. predation. by. introduced. European.
red. foxes. represents. another. major. problem,. devastating.
recruitment. rates. at. nesting. sites. around. the. country .141.











of. Japan. before. migrating. over. to. foraging. grounds. in.
Baja.California.Sur.and.the.East.China.Sea ..Because.of.
these.sweeping.migratory.paths,.the.loggerhead.life.cycle.
tends. to. conflict. with. commercial. fishing. operations,.
which.exploit.many.of.the.ocean.regions.through.which.
loggerheads. routinely. travel ..As.a. result,. in.a.2009.U .S ..
National.Marine. Fisheries. Service. (NMFS). review,. the.
authors. identified. commercial. bycatch. as. “the.most. sig-
nificant.manmade. factor. affecting. the. conservation. and.
recovery.of.the.loggerhead .”143
139 ..Conant.et.al .,.supra.note.57,.at.100-03 .
140 ..Id.
141 ..Limpus,.supra.note.139,.at.20,.34 .
142 ..National.Marine.Fisheries.Service.and.U .S ..Fish.and.Wildlife.Service,Re-
coveryPlanfortheNorthwestAtlanticPopulationoftheLoggerheadSeaTurtle
(CarettaCaretta),SecondRevision.(Dec ..31,.2008),.availableat.http://www .
nmfs .noaa .gov/pr/pdfs/recovery/turtle_loggerhead_atlantic .pdf .
143 ..Conant.et.al .,.supra.note.57,.at.108 .
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1. U.S. Loggerhead Management
In. the. United. States,. most. nesting-related. loggerhead.
management.has.been.undertaken.by.state.and.local.juris-
dictions .144. Onshore,. agencies. have. generally. focused. on.
curtailing.beachside.development.and.light.pollution,.both.
of.which.have.been.identified.as.major.threats.to.loggerhead.
survival .145. Responding. to. these. concerns,. counties. and.
municipalities. in. Florida,.Georgia,.North.Carolina,. and.
South.Carolina.have.all.enacted.restrictions.on.beachside.


























States. became. the. first. nation. in. the. world. to. require.
shrimp. trawlers. to. use. so-called. turtle. excluder. devices.
(TEDs) .153. First. released. in. 1988,. this. requirement. was.
144 ..Federal. regulators. have. occasionally. involved. themselves. in. loggerhead.
nesting. conservation ..However,. these. efforts.have.usually.been.prompted.
by.litigation ..See,e.g.,.Loggerhead.Turtle.v ..County.Council,.896.F ..Supp ..
1170,.1175-76.(M .D ..Fla ..1995).(court.injunction.helped.force.a.Florida.
county.to.develop.a.comprehensive.Habitat.Conservation.Plan.to.manage.
loggerhead.nesting.beaches.within.its.borders);.Katherine.R ..Butler,.Coastal




146 ..U .S ..Fish.and.Wildife.Service,.LoggerheadSeaTurtle.2.(2001),.availableat.
http://www .fws .gov/northflorida/SeaTurtles/Turtle%20Factsheets/PDF/
Loggerhead-Sea-Turtle .pdf .
147 ..National.Marine.Fisheries.Service.and.U .S ..Fish.and.Wildlife.Service,supra.
note.143 .




152 ..National.Research.Council,.Committee. on. Sea.Turtle.Conserva-
tion,.Decline.of.the.Sea.Turtles:.Causes.and.Prevention.(1990) .
153 ..Though.designs. vary,.TEDs.generally. resemble. large. gratings.woven. into.
trawling.nets ..These.gratings.catch.sea.turtles.and.other. large.animals.en-
met.with. hostility. from. state. governments. in. Louisiana,.
North.Carolina,.and.elsewhere.along.the.Atlantic.and.Gulf.
Coasts ..Though.the.other.state.governments.soon.fell.into.















“arguably. the. most. significant. conservation. accomplish-




reducing. bycatch. rates. off. the. coast. of. the. southeastern.
United.States ..In.addition,.as.TED.technology.and.turtle.
conservation.science.have.advanced,. federal.officials.have.







tions. on. shrimp. trawling. operations .. However,. starting.
in. the. late. 1990s,. environmental. groups. began. to. turn.
their. attention. to. other. kinds. of. fishing. practices .. This.
time. around,. though,. the. federal. government.was.much.
less.willing.to.accommodate.environmentalists’.demands,.
shifting.the.battle.into.the.courts ..Over.the.course.of.the.
2000s,. environmental. groups. filed. legal. actions. seeking.







154 ..State.of.Louisiana.ex.rel ..William.J ..Guste.Jr ..v ..Verity,.853.F .2d.322.(5th.
Cir .. 1988);. State. of. Louisiana. ex. rel ..William. J ..Guste. Jr .. v ..Mosbacher,
1999.U .S ..Dist ..LEXIS.23317.(D ..Haw .,.Oct ..18,.1999) .
155 ..National.Marine.Fisheries.Service.and.U .S ..Fish.and.Wildlife.Service,supra.
note.143,.at.71 .
156 ..Conant.et.al .,.supra.note.57,.at.134-35 .
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to.issue.new.rules.regarding.fishing.equipment.and.prac-
tices,. and. were. generally. successful .158. In. the. Hawaiian.
and.Californian.cases,.litigation.forced.federal.officials.to.




a. substantial. impact. on. loggerhead. populations. in. both.
states,. bringing. bycatch. rates. in. California. and. Hawaii.
down.to.more.acceptable.levels .159
Though. these. actions. have. helped. limit. loggerhead.





able. to. fishing-related. incidental. take .160. As. a. result,. in.
2007,. the. CBD. filed. petitions. asking. the. federal. gov-
ernment. to. upgrade. the. loggerhead. from. threatened. to.
endangered. throughout.most. of. its. worldwide. range .161.
After.the.FWS.missed.ESA.deadlines.to.respond.to.the.
petition,.environmentalists.filed.a.notice.of.intent.to.sue.
in. 2009,. forcing. the. government. to. reply. to. the. docu-
ment .. In. 2010,. federal. officials. issued. a. proposed. rule.
upgrading. most. of. the. loggerhead. populations. around.
the. world. from. threatened. to. endangered,. including.
those.specified.in.the.petitions .162
2. Australian Loggerhead Management
In. Australia,. loggerhead. sea. turtle. management. has. fol-
lowed.a.basically. similar.pattern ..As. in.the.United.States,.
the.Australian. loggerhead. listing.was.not.controversial;. in.
2000,. barely. a. year. after. the. EPBC. Act. was. passed,. the.
Australian.federal.government.designated.the.loggerhead.as.
endangered,.where. it. remains. at. the. time.of. this.Article’s.
writing .163. At. the. state. level,. both.Western. Australia. and.
Turtle Action Timeline,. http://www .biologicaldiversity .org/species/reptiles/








Population Segment of the Loggerhead SeaTurtle (CarettaCaretta) From a
ThreatenedtoanEndangeredSpeciesUndertheEndangeredSpeciesAct.(July.






available at. http://www .biologicaldiversity .org/species/reptiles/loggerhead_
sea_turtle/pdfs/Loggerhead-Petition-WNA .pdf .
162 ..Endangered. and.Threatened. Species;. Proposed. Listing. of. Nine. Distinct.
Population.Segments.of.Loggerhead.Sea.Turtles.as.Endangered.or.Threat-
ened;.Proposed.Rule,.75.Fed ..Reg ..12598.(amending.50.C .F .R ..pt ..17,.223,.





the. other. Australian. states. and. territories. (save. Victoria).
following. suit. over. the. next. several. decades .164. However,.
though. the. loggerhead. occurs. off. all. parts. of. the.Austra-
lian.coast,.virtually.all.of.the.turtle’s.Australian.nesting.sites.
are.situated. in.Queensland.and.Western.Australia .165.As.a.
result,. those. two. states—plus. the. federal. government—
direct.most.of.the.country’s.loggerhead.conservation.efforts .
Unlike.other.Australian.governments,.Queensland.took.









of. the.major. loggerhead. nesting. sites. within. its. borders,.
bringing. over. 80%. of. its. sea. turtle. nests. onto. protected.
land .167.In.addition,.starting.in.the.mid-1970s,.Queensland.
began.an.intensive.program.of.fox.baiting.and.removal.at.
its. protected. sites,. virtually. eliminating. fox.predation.by.
the.mid-1980s .168.Since. then,. though.some.“low-density”.
Queensland.nesting.sites.are.still.unprotected,.fox.preda-
tion. throughout. the. state. has. remained. at. “variable. but.
generally.low.levels .”169
In. Western. Australia,. marine. turtle. protection. has.
received.much.less.attention ..As.in.Queensland,.fox.preda-
tion.has.been.a.major.issue.on.Western.Australia’s.main-
land. nesting. beaches,. slashing. recruitment. rates. at. these.
















government.began.to. formally. some. loggerhead.nesting.habitat.after. that.




















any. of. its. beaches .174. Because. of. these. problems,. a. com-
menter.writing.in.2004.noted.that.“there.is.a.high.prob-
ability.that.the.egg.loss.to.foxes.and.vehicle.traffic.in.recent.
















Moving. away. from. the. Australian. states,. loggerhead.
conservation. efforts. at. the. federal. level. have. primarily.
























lia,.Government. of.Western. Australia,.Department. of. Environment. and.
Conservation.(Nov ..17,.2008),.availableat.http://www .broome .wa .gov .au/
council/pdf/attach/2008/Nov/20081120-111 .pdf .
177 ..Interview.with.Colin. Limpus,.Adjunct.Associate. Professor,.University. of.
Queensland.(Oct ..14,.2011) .






tigate. the. impact. of. other. fisheries. on. loggerhead. popu-
lations. around. the. continent ..However,. due. to. a. lack. of.
data,.these.efforts.have.largely.been.exploratory.in.nature,.
as. researchers. have. sought. to. identify. and. quantify. the.







subject. to. the. same.kinds.of. restrictions. as. those.operat-
ing.off.the.coast.of.Queensland.and.New.South.Wales .181.
























tions.with. substantial. protections,. others,. particularly. in.
Florida,.were.not.nearly.as.active ..Litigation.did.force.a.few.
municipalities.to.develop.more.comprehensive.loggerhead.
policies,. but. played. a. relatively. small. role. in. the.broader.
policymaking.process ..Australia.achieved.a.similarly.mixed.
level.of.success;.on.the.one.hand,.Queensland’s.loggerhead.
program. has. been. exemplary,. responding. quickly. and.
effectively.to.new.scientific.information.from.the.1980s.up.
until. the. present .. By. contrast,. in.Western.Australia,. the.
government’s. loggerhead.protection.measures.were.decid-
edly.half-hearted ..The.state’s.2008.marine.turtle.recovery.
plan.may. represent. a. step. in. the. right. direction,. but. no.
gov .au/coasts/publications/turtle-recovery/pubs/marine-turtles .pdf .
180 ..Id.
181 ..Limpus,.supra.note.139,.at.34-35 .
182 ..Marine. Species. Section,. supra. note. 180,. at. 11-13;. Interview.with.Colin.
Limpus,.Adjunct.Associate.Professor,.University.of.Queensland.(Oct ..14,.
2011) .








but. the.basic. lessons. from. this. case. remain. the. same .. In.
procedural. terms,. both. the. United. States. and. Austra-
lia. took. roughly. the. same. amount. of. time. to. issue. final.
TED.regulations,.despite.the.prevalence.of.lawsuits.in.the.
American.case ..Both.American.and.Australian.conserva-
tion. agencies. also. followed. their. substantive. directives.
quite. closely,. adhering. to. the. scientific. recommendations.
in.the.case ..Importantly,.though,.U .S ..policymakers.faced.
a.much.more.contentious.policymaking.environment.than.
their.Australian.counterparts,.and.not.just.because.of.the.













In.the.2000s,.the.story.is.much.the.same ..Though.U .S ..












those. they. possessed. as. an. “endangered”. group,. keeping.
the.substantive.quality.of.the.two.programs.roughly.equal.
throughout.the.10-year.gap .
Importantly,. many. of. the. legal. decisions. issued. dur-






faced. a.more. difficult. task. during. this. period. than. their.
Australian.counterparts ..In.Australia,.shrimp.trawlers.are.
183 ..South.Carolina.Department.of.Natural.Resources ..TurtleExcluderDevice
(TED) Chronology (2003),. http://www .dnr .sc .gov/seaturtle/teds .htm. (last.
visited.Dec ..14,.2012) .
by.far.the.largest.oceanic.threat.to.loggerhead.populations,.




Overall,. litigation. contributed. positively. to. American.












tific. information .. Viewed. as. a. whole,. then,. citizen. suits.
raised.the.quality.of.American.loggerhead.management .
V. Lessons: Courts and the Biodiversity 
Policymaking Process
Based.on.this.evidence,.two.observations.seem.worth.not-
ing .. First,. court intervention can significantly improve the
policymaking process,. particularly.when. dealing.with. pro-
cedural.problems .. In.both. the.polar.bear.and. the. logger-
head.cases,.U .S ..courts.played.a.major.role.in.supporting.
the. ESA’s. basic. structure,. repeatedly. enforcing. deadlines.




officials. were. extraordinarily. resistant,. fighting. the. polar.
bear. listing. at. least. as. hard. as. their. American. counter-
parts ..Without.a.citizen.suit.provision.or.some.other.kind.
of. appeals. process,. Canadian. advocates. had. no. way. to.
challenge.official.policy,. leaving.their.government. free. to.
undermine.the.listing .







egy. of. substantive. deference. helps. courts. avoid. issuing.
decisions. that. misinterpret. scientific. findings .. By. acting.













cases .. In. addition,. compared. with. the. other. countries. I.
assess,. the. American. biodiversity. protection. system. pro-
duced.equivalent.or.superior.substantive.results ..Generally,.
courts. seem. to. have. adhered. to. the. doctrine. laid. out. in.
BaltimoreGas.and.other.holdings,.intervening.only.when.







policymaking.model ..The. analysis. contained.within. this.
study. is. not. sufficient. to. reach. this. kind. of. conclusion;.
litigation. almost. certainly. imposes. other,. nontemporal.
costs.onto. the.policymaking.process,. forcing. the.govern-
ment.and.advocacy.groups.alike.to.expend.man-hours.and.
financial.resources.making.their.cases.in.court ..Measuring.
















ine,. this.balancing.act. allowed.courts. to.perform. impor-
tant. oversight. functions. without. addressing. complicated.
biological.questions,.maximizing.their.contributions.to.the.
process.while.minimizing.the.costs.of.intervention ..Com-
184 ..See.supra.Part.I .A .
pared. with. other. policy. areas,. then,. endangered. species.
issues.may.be.especially.well-suited.for.legal.remedies .
Overall,.though,.one.conclusion.does.seem.clear ..Over-







Many. of. the. problems. I. identify. with. the. Canadian.
and. Australian. biodiversity. protection. systems. are. not.
restricted. to. the. two. cases. I. examine .. In. Canada,. for.
example,.the.federal.government.commonly.ignores.SARA.
deadlines. and. requirements,. especially. at. the. listing. and.
critical. habitat. stages .185. Because. of. these. problems,. one.




ronment,.Communications,. and. the.Arts.concluded. that.
“ministerial.discretion.[ .   .   .].[was].undermining.the.cred-
ibility.of.the.nomination.and.listing.process,”.and.argued.








ing. their. enforcement. a. rule-of-law. question. rather. than.
a. policy. issue .. In. the. cases. I. examine,. courts. and. litiga-
tion.helped.promote. the. enforcement.of. the. law,. forcing.
reluctant. officials. to. adhere. to. procedural. and. substan-
tive.requirements .. In.addition,. the.courts.performed.this.
oversight.function.without.imposing.significant.additional.
costs ..Further.research.is.needed.to.understand.how.gen-




185 ..David.L ..VanderZwaag.et.al .,.Canada’sSpeciesatRiskActandAtlanticSalm-
on:CascadeofPromises,TricklesofProtection,SeaofChallenges,.22.J ..Envtl ..
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